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To be all time leading dependable business solution 
provider known for excellence and professionalism.

To be the reliable business solution provider known for quality and 
excellence, using up to date technology in innovative researches 
tailored to meet the highest level of customer advocacy, while 
rewarding our investors, our employees at all level gets up to date 
training and development, we are to be a great place to work.
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Rapid Access Integrated services is an innovative, technology and 
service driven company established to provide excellence in our 
chosen areas of practices. As a professional company, we work 
closely with you to put down your thought and ideas into the absolute 
design that becomes the reality of that dream, whether it be turnkey 
solution or replica-type solutions.

AAt Rapid Access Integrated Services Limited we keep expanding 
upon our knowledge and services as such continually improve our 
clients' experience and ensure that we remain the best in what we do. 
All these brings out the clear leader and all times dependable home 
and business solution provider for you.

WWe liaise with our partners and clients to create opportunities, we 
integrate and cooperate with businesses and renowned OEMs to 
provide exceptional products, goods and services to our ever 
increasing clientele.

Journey with us today as you navigate areas in our discipline.



OUR SERVICES

We offer unified communication solutions that allow all 
types of businesses to build customized, reliable and 
redundant communication solutions. This includes all of 
the products needed to build integrated voice, video, 
data and mobility solutions that increase productivity 
and make it easier than ever to communicate.
WWe provide unbiased advice, pre-sales support, and 
post-sales support on a comprehensive portfolio of 
telecom solutions for a wide variety of business needs.  
Please let us know what you need help with and we will 
have our qualified hands to review your needs with you.

TThe growing use of Internet-based applications has also 
fueled the growth of the smartphone market which, in 
turn, has increased the demand for cellular base stations 
to support the transmission and routing of a significant 
volume of communication signals.



An uninterruptible power supply or uninterruptible 
power source is an electrical apparatus that provides 
emergency power to a load when the input power source 
or mains power fails.

TThe For instance Uninterruptible Power Supply has a 
power output of 330 watts and is ideal for small devices 
such as routers, cable/satellite boxes, and Internet of 
Things (IoT) equipment. We have inverters, UPS, solar 
Power.

TThese solutions differ from an auxiliary or emergency 
power system or standby generator in that it will provide 
near-instantaneous protection from input power 
interruptions, by supplying energy stored in batteries, 
super-capacitors.

OUR SERVICES



At Rapid access we understand that 
everyone and everything around faces 
one kind of vulnerability threats to 
another, be it software as operating 
systems, application software, embedded 
software, mobile applications, and web 
applications, or Hardware and 
nenetworking systems may contain 
embedded software, so IT assets- 
software, hardware, and networking 
related, all are usually under security 
threat.

Therefore, by adhering to software 
development engineering practices and 
security organizational processes, 
vulnerability issues can be addressed.
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We understand that what make a living 
organism is a feature of protection, that 
condition or feeling of being safe one 
seek to have makes it reactionary. So 
mechanisms have been worked out in 
machines to give protection from 
potential harm or something that has been 
dedesigned to protect and prevent harm and 
to even send information to alert you.  So 
for every good intention measures are put 
in place to keep you, everyone and 
everything safe.
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This is most or all of the use of 
machines/processes run things with little 
or no human control; to perform work 
without the aid of people. Advantages 
commonly attributed to automation 
include higher production rates and 
increased productivity, more efficient use 
ofof materials, better product quality, 
improved safety, shorter workweeks for 
labor, and reduced factory lead times.

This is applied to offices and homes.
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We understand the fabrication design of 
assigned projects whether is Putting cuts, 
shapes and sizes of metals either by 
welding, folding and bending, punching 
to make holes, to achieved desired scaled 
piece of assignment for clients.

OOur expertise brings to bear such delivery 
of many designs and projects we’ve been 
involved in. We achieve these in full 
collaboration with our fabrication team 
who have specialized knowledge in 
metallurgy, welding or a specific 
production process.
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Rapid Access project consultancy is a core 
part of our service, typically tied in with 
everything we offer, but we can also 
provide it as an independent service to 
commercial and industrial clients.

FFrom electrical project management, 
comprehensive design services and detailed 
budgeting and cost analysis we help our 
clients put together cost effective, practical 
and bespoke installations of all kinds. We 
adapt our consultancy services to fit your 
requirements, simply guaranteeing our 
expexpertise to be applied however you 
require.
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